Diffusion model of solute dynamics in a membrane channel: mapping onto the two-site model and optimizing the flux.
The steady-state flux through a singly occupied membrane channel is found for both discrete and continuum models of the solute dynamics in the channel. The former describes the dynamics as nearest-neighbor jumps between N sites, while the latter assumes that the molecule diffuses in a one-dimensional potential of mean force. For both models it is shown that the flux is the same as that for a simple two-site model with appropriately chosen rate constants, which contain all the relevant information about the more detailed dynamics. An interesting consequence of single occupancy is that the flux has a maximum as a function of the channel-solute interaction. If this interaction is too attractive, the molecule will never leave the channel, thus blocking it for the passage of other molecules. If it is too repulsive, the solute molecule will never enter the channel. Thus the flux vanishes in the two limits and, hence, has a maximum somewhere in-between. In the framework of the diffusion model, we find the optimal intrachannel potential of mean force that maximizes the flux using the calculus of variations. For a symmetric channel this potential is flat and occupies the entire channel. In the general case of an asymmetric channel, the optimal potential is obtained by tilting the optimal flat potential for the corresponding symmetric channel around the channel center, so that the solute is driven towards the reservoir with the lower solute concentration by a constant force. This implies that the flux is higher when the solute binding near the channel exit is stronger than that near the entrance.